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May 23, 2020 Grab them from here, and tune into Prabhu Indha's latest release Pichaikaran, a romantic thriller that sees the city of Chennai as the backdrop for a fascinating story. Prabhu Indha's beautiful directorial debut, this dark and gripping story is sure to leave an impact on you. Pichaikaran (2016) DVDSCR TAMIL 500MBRIP Mkv May 22, 2020 There are also a number of beautiful songs, including a romantic duet between
Hariharan and the lead actress. While it is not as spectacular as its original, there is definitely a lot to enjoy in this remake of the classic film. Pichaikaran (2016) DVDSCR TAMIL 500MBRIP Mkv May 21, 2020 Directed by Prabhu Indha and produced by P. Shankar, the movie is an ambitious directorial debut from the ace cinematographer. Unlike the original, which was an action drama with the city of Chennai as the backdrop,
this one is a romantic thriller that will leave you intrigued. Pichaikaran (2016) DVDSCR TAMIL 500MBRIP Mkv May 20, 2020 Though it has come some distance since the last time we saw them, the quirky hosts of the show bring the same fun back to us. The idea of a clueless Kuttan and his hilarious co-host Guna is one of the best things about this show. Pichaikaran (2016) DVDSCR TAMIL 500MBRIP Mkv May 19, 2020
Director Prabhu Indha made his directorial debut with this remake of the hugely popular hit Tamil film 'Pichaikaran'. He chose to set this film in Chennai, where a cop who gets wrongly accused of killing a girl goes on the run. Pichaikaran (2016) DVDSCR TAMIL 500MBRIP Mkv May 18, 2020 The actress will be seen in the lead role, while the producer and director will be her first directorial venture. The film is based on the
character of the same name from the popular novel of the same name written by author Amish Tripathi. Pichaikaran (2016) DVDSCR TAMIL 500MBRIP Mkv May 17, 2020 The Tamil remake is headed by Vij 4bc0debe42
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